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INTRODUCTION

The important role of DNA damage and repair in homeostasis
has been clearly demonstrated by studies involving isolated DNA,
procaryotic cells and eukaryotic cells growing in culture. The
information obtainable from these model systems, while extremely
valuable, can never replace the need for data from intact higher
organisms. The gel electrophoresis method developed during the
past ten years in our laboratories makes possible the
quantitation of UV induced pyrimidine dimers, gamma ray induced
single- and double-strand breaks and many other types of lesions
in nanogram quantities of DNA. The DNA does not have to be
labeled with radionuclides or of a particular conformation, thus
facilitating the use of the method in measuring damage levels
and repair rates in the DNA of intact organisms — including
man.

The gel method can quantitate any lesion in DNA that either
is, or can be converted to a single- or double-strand break.
The formation of a strand break produces two shorter DNA
molecules for each molecule that existed before the treatment
that produced the break. Determining the number of breaks, and
hence the number of lesions, becomes a matter of comparing the
average lengths of molecules in samples differing only in
lesion-induced breaks. This requires that we determine the
distribution of mass of DNA on a gel as a function of its
distance of migration and also the dispersion function (the
relationship between molecular length and distance of migration)
in the gel electrophoresis system.

The distribution of DNA mass in a gel is determined by
staining with a fluorophore such as ethidium bromide and
recording the intensity of ethidium fluorescence from a
uniformly UV irradiated gel. We have replaced photographic
recording of ethidium fluorescence by an electronic imaging
system which is more accurate and much faster. The sensitivity
of the method has been further increased by electrophoresis



procedures that separate longer DNA molecules by temporal
modulation of the strength of the electric field or its
direction relative to the gel, and by the use of a second
generation electronic imaging system with improved photometric
performance.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS METHOD FOR QUANTITATION
OF LESIONS IN UNLABELED HETEROGENEOUS DNA

Our gel electrophoresis method for the quantitation of DNA
damage is the conceptual descendant of methods in which DNA of
different lengths are separated by centrifugation. The
theoretical and practical aspects of this method were reviewed
by Lett (1981). While methods based on centrifugation were
important in many studies of DNA damage and repair, they are
labor intensive, usually require that the DNA be prelabeled with
a radionuclide and provide limited spatial resolution of the
material in the centrifuge tube and hence have limited
sensitivity compared to gel electrophoresis. By separating the
population of DNA molecules as some known function of their
length, one can compute the number of molecules per unit mass
of DNA. The number of strand breaks per unit mass (or length)
of DNA induced by some treatment is the difference between the
number of molecules per unit mass for two samples, only one of
which has received the treatment. In the case of UV induced
pyrimidine dimers, strand breaks are induced by treatment with
an endonuclease that produces a single strand scission adjacent
to a dimer and has no other site of action. Setlow's group and
subsequent work at Brookhaven used the UV specific endonuclease
from Micrococcus luteus (Carrier and Setlow, 1970), but
endonuclease V from bacteriophage T4 has equivalent properties
(see the review by Seawell et al, 1981) . Both the endonuclease
treated sample and a control sample that received the same UV
exposure but was not treated with endonuclease are exposed to
high pH to separate the DNA strands. These samples are then
subjected to electrophoresis in an alkaline agarose gel to
separate the single-stranded DNA molecules as a function of
their length. The preparation of UV irradiated DNA in the
determination of pyrimidine dimers is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the appearance of a typical gel
post electrophoresis is shown in Fig. 2 and a photograph of the
image of an actual gel is shown in Fig. 3. The integrated
profiles of the lanes of the gel shown in Fig. 3 containing
endonuclease treated DNA samples are shown in Fig. 4.

Qualitative Observation of Pyrimidine Dimer Production and
Repair in Lower Eukarvotes

Richard Setlow and his colleagues pioneered the use of gel
electrophoresis to study the effects of 254 nm UV on the DNA of
cells from three species of fish, Prionace glauca.(Woodhead et
al, 1978) , Poecilia formosa (Achey et al, 1989) and Anoptichthvs
iordani (Woodhead and Achey, 1979) and a tapeworm, Hvmenolepis
diminuta (Woodhead and Achey, 1981). While they did not attempt
to determine absolute molecular lengths of their DNA samples,
they demonstrated both the formation of pyrimidine dimers and
their subsequent repair by photoreactivation. Setlow and his
colleagues resorted to gel electrophoresis because of the
difficulty of labeling the DNA of higher organisms with
radionuclides and the need to use less DNA.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the gel method applied to the
measurement of pyrimidine dinners formed in DNA
by UV radiation.



Ouantitation of Dimers by the Gel Method and Its Application to
Pyrimidj.ne Formation in the DNA of Cells of UV Irradiated Human
Skin

Betsy Sutherland and her associates adopted the gel method
for similar reasons. Since they studied the formation and
repair of pyrimidine dimers in the DNA from cells in human skin
UV irradiated in situ (Sutherland et al, 1980), the ability to
work with small quantities of DNA was critical. In addition,
prelabeling of the target DNA with radionuclides was proscribed
for ethical as well as technical reasons. Sutherland and her
colleagues made a quantum advance by introducing quantisation
of lesions to the gel method (Sutherland et al, 1980; Sutherland
and Shih, 1983).

The first procedure for quantifying the frequency of lesions
using the gel electrophoresis method was based on: photographing
the ethidium bromide stained gel to obtain the distribution of
DNA in each lane, scanning each lane of the photographic
negative with a densitometer and determining the median position
of the densitometric profile using a "cut and weigh" procedure.
By definition, one half of the DNA in a lane migrates further
than the median migration distance. The location on the negative
of a series of bands containing DNA molecules of known length
was used to construct a plot of molecular length versus distance
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the distribution of DNA
on a gel after electrophoresis. The two
outside lanes contain molecular length
standards that are used to determine the
dispersion function of the electrophoresis
system, while the two center lanes contain
samples of UV irradiated DNA prepared as
outlined in Fig. 1. radionuclides and the small
quantities of DNA required compared to other
methods.



Fig. 3. Photo of a video monitor showing the
distribution of ethidium bromide fluorescence
from an alkaline agarose gel, as recorded by
our electronic imaging system. Lanes 1, 8 and
15 contain a mixture of DNA molecules of known
lengths from bacteriophage (T4, 170 kb;
lambda, 48.5 kb; T7, 40 kb and the fragments
produced by a terminal digestion of T7 DNA with
the restriction endonuclease Bgl I: 22.5, 13.5,
and 4 kb respectively) that are used to
determine the dispersion function of the
electrophoresis system. The other lanes contain
samples of DNA from human cells that received
increasing doses of 254 nm UV radiation: lanes
2 and 3, 0 J/m2; lanes 4 and 5, 0.2 J/m2; lanes
6 and 7, 0.5 J/m2; lanes 9 and 10, 1.0 J/m2;
lanes 11 and 12, 2 J/m2; lanes 13 and 14, 3
J/m . In each pair of samples that received
the same dose, the one in the higher numbered
lane was treated with the pyrimidine dimer
specific endonuclease prior to electrophoresis
and the sample in the lower numbered lane was
not treated with endonuclease.

of migration (i. e. the "dispersion function of the
electrophoresis system). This empirical curve was used to
determine the molecular length of DNA corresponding to the
median distance of migration. The critical link to the
determination of lesion frequency is that for a suitably
heterogeneous population of DNA molecules, the number average
length equals 60% of the median length (Veatch and Okada, 1969).
The number of single strand breaks per unit length of DNA, 77,
is the difference between the reciprocal of the number average
length of a DNA sample that has been treated with a pyrimidine
dimer specific endonuclease, N*1(+endo), minus the reciprocal of
the number average length of a sample that has not been treated,
N'^-endo), (Lett, 1981, Freeman et al, 1986).
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Fig. 4. Integrated lane profiles of the lanes in Fig.
3 containing endonuclease treated DNAs. As the
UV dose increases, the average length of the
DNA decreases and the shorter molecules migrate
further during electrophoresis. Each profile
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That is:

r? = N'^+endo) - N'1(-endo) . Eqn. 1

The units of rj are sites per kilobase or sites per megabase.
Hence, n is also referred to as the "frequency" of endonuclease
sensitive sites.

Computerized Analysis and Improved Accuracy

The introduction of quantitation to the gel assay by
Sutherland et al (1980) was a critical milestone in the
development of the method. The procedure used to obtain the
number average lengths were, however, extremely tedious and
required the use of several approximations. One way to make
the measurement of dimers faster and less labor intensive was
to obtain the optical density profile of each lane in digital
form so that the calculation of the median distance of
migration could be performed by a computer. Thus, we developed
a computer controlled scanner and programs to perform this
function (Sutherland et al, 1984). After the program to
compute the median distance of migration of the DNA in each
lane was working, we wrote a program to construct the DNA-
length vs distance-of-migration function. We chose the
empirical "offset hyperbolic" relationship reported by Southern
(1979). However, we modified the equation describing this
function to give physically meaningful names to two of the
constants (Freeman et al, 1986). Our version of the offset
hyperbolic dispersion function is

L(x) = — . Eqn. 2
x - x. x0 - x.

where L(x) is the length of the DNA molecules migrating to
position x on the gel, C is the "gel constant" for the
particular electrophoresis system and xo and xD are the
distances of migration of molecules of "zero" and "infinite"
length, respectively. For static field gel electrophoresis, xD
corresponds to some finite distance of migration (McDonnell et
al, 1977) due to the process of reptation (Lerman, and Frisch,
1982; Lumpkin and Zimm, 1982). At the other extreme, x0
corresponds to the motion of very short molecules that are not
retarded by the sieving effect of the gel. The values of C, x0,
and xo are obtained from the observed distances of migration of
a set of length standards of known length using the least-
squares procedure of Schaffer and Sederoff (1981). For
brevity, and by analogy with the function of optical
instruments that separate a broad spectrum of light into its
individual components, we call L(x) the "dispersion function"
of the electrophoresis system (Sutherland et al, 1988) .

Once we could determine L(x), we realized that we could use
the experimental distribution of the mass of DNA down a lane,
$(x) , to compute the number average lengths, N, directly, hence
avoiding the approximation introduced by the use of the median
length of the population.



That is:

N = . Eqn. 3

*(x)-dx

We choose to write Eqn. 3 in terms of the reciprocal of N
because this is the quantity directly related to the frequency
of lesions, i. e. Eqn. 1. The integral in the denominator of
Eqn. 3 is just the total mass of DNA in the lane and hence the
computation of lesion frequency from Eqn. 1 is independent of
the quantity of DNA in both the treated and untreated samples.
Actually, the parameter that we measure is not the distribution
of mass in each lane but rather the distribution of
fluorescence which is proportional to the quantity of DNA at
each position down the lane. Since the same constant appears
in the integrals of both numerator and denominator of Eqn. 3,
the value of N*1 is independent of this factor.

Photographic Recording of Gel Fluorescence

While testing the gel scanner, we discovered that the
integrated optical density of a band of a photographic negative
is not exactly proportional to the quantity of DNA in the band.
This results from the fact that the optical density of a
developed photographic negative in not simply proportional to
the total number of photons incident upon it during an
exposure. Rather, the optical density of a negative is a
sigmoidal function of the logarithm of the incident light (see
e. g. Ditchburn, 1965). The central portion of the film
response function is essentially a straight line. Pulleyblank
et al (1977), Prunell et al, (1977) and Prunell (1980)
described procedures to convert optical density to a parameter
proportional to ethidium bromide fluorescence from a gel. They
used optical density data recorded on chart paper and hence
their methods were quite laborious, but when the optical
density data are recorded by a computer, the conversion is
swift and transparent to the user (Sutherland et al, 1984).

Two other precautions are necessary when photography is used
in quantitative studies to record fluorescence from a gel.
Since gel fluorescence is a nonlinear function of optical
density and the distribution of DNA across the width of a lane
is not uniform, it is imperative that the conversion be
performed on the optical density recorded at each point on the
gel, before any averaging or summation across the lane
(Sutherland et al, 1984). In addition, the actual film
function depends on several factors including the duration of
the exposure. That is, for exposures lasting more than a few
seconds, there is a failure of "time-intensity reciprocity".
Ribeiro et al (1989) have recently investigated this problem
in detail and demonstraLed that it can be overcome by including
a calibration procedure as part of the recording and analysis
of each photographic image. Their procedure also extends the
range of optical densities that can be converted accurately to
values of gel fluorescence by including nonlinear portions of
the film function.



Enhanced Sensitivity by Separation of Longer DNA Molecules

The lowest frequency of dimers or other lesions that can be
measured is limited by the length of the longest DNA molecules
that the electrophoresis system can separate since a lesion is
not detected if the product molecules migrate to the same
position on the gel as their precursor. In static field gel
electrophoresis, DNA molecules longer than about 100 kilobases

the maximum length is influenced by a variety of
experimental parameters including the agarose content of the
gel and the strength of the electric field — migrate
together, independent of their exact length, due to the process
of reptation (Lerman, and Frisch, 1982; Lumpkin and Zimm,
1982) . The length-limited sensitivity of the gel method is the
maximum length of molecules that can be resolved divided by the
fractional difference between the number average lengths of two
samples that can be detected reliably. Thus, if the number
average lengths of molecules in the range of 100 kb can be
determined reliably to within 10 %, then the length limited
sensitivity of the method is one dimer per megabase (105/0.1 =
106) . In practice we found that with static field alkaline gel
electrophoresis and photographic imaging of fluorescence, dimer
frequencies of three per megabase were readily achievable
(Freeman et al, 1986) .

Schwartz and Cantor (1984) discovered that periodically
switching the direction of the electric field with respect to
the gel overcomes the effects of reptation and makes possible
the separation of very long DNA molecules. They believed
(incorrectly) that the separation process depended on the
presence of gradients in the electric field and, indeed was,
initially called the technique "pulsed field gradient gel
electrophoresis". The field gradients resulted in curved lanes
in their gels. Identical samples placed in different wells
moved different distances. Thus, while the method of Schwartz
and Cantor represented an important breakthrough in
electrophoresis technology, their implementation was unsuitable
for our quantitative method.

Unidirectional Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis. We
developed another approach to separating longer DNA molecules
in which the electric current through a standard
electrophoresis cell is switched on for a short time, typically
0.1 to 0.3 sec and then turned off for a longer time, typically
10 sec (Sutherland et al, 1987b; Sutherland et al, 1988). In
the case of single stranded DNA in alkaline agarose gels, the
limit of separation is increased to above 300 kb, far lower
than achievable with the method of Schwartz and Cantor but
sufficient to increase significantly the length-limited
sensitivity of lesion detection. However, the lanes are
straight, so quantitative analysis is possible! An additional
benefit is that for alkaline gels the same function used for
static field gel electrophoresis (i. e. Eqn. 2) describes the
dispersion function, thus eliminating the need for additional
analysis software. The apparatus costs only slightly more than
that required for static field gel electrophoresis and heating
of the gel by the electric current is never a problem because
the time average power is very low.

The mechanism by which longer DNA molecules are separated
appears to be different from that in the method of Schwartz and



Cantor. In their case, the field is on for a sufficiently long
time that all of the longer molecules have been extruded into
an extended linear conformation by the action of the electric
field forcing them into the porous gel and, hence, are moving
through the gel at the same speed by the process of reptation.
Separation based on length is achieved because when the
direction of the field is switched, longer molecules require
more time to reorganize and begin reptating in the new
direction (see e. g. Deutsch, 1987 and 1988) . In contrast, in
our method the "random coil" resting molecules presumably don't
have adequate time to change conformation and the long
interpulse period permits them to relax completely. Thus,
molecules that are forced into a linear conformation and move
by reptation in the presence of a static field retain a
globular conformation and are separated by the sieving action
of the gel. In support of this hypothesis we found that the
least squares fitting procedure for the gel d spersion function
(Eqn. 2) puts x,, near the edge of the well. That is, very long
molecules don't enter the gel at all. We call the technique
unidirectional pulsed field gel electrophoresis to distinguish
it from the method described by Cantor and Schwartz.

Lesion Quantisation Using Alternating Field Direction Gel
Electrophoresis. The ability of the Schwartz-Cantor method to
separate very long DNA molecules prompted other workers to
develop variations in which the lanes run straight and the
mobilities of samples are independent of the lane in which they
run (Carle et al, 1986; Chu et al, 1986; Gardiner et al, 1986;
Serwer, 1987; Southern et al, 1987; Bancroft et al, 1988; Clark
et al, 1988). Most applications involve the analysis of
discrete bands, but the same techniques can be applied to the
analysis of heterogeneous populations, as required in the
quantitation of DNA lesions.

The procedure for the analysis of DNA lesions must be
modified when using alternating field direction gel
electrophoresis. First, the dispersion functions for these
systems for molecules longer than 100 kb or kbp are clearly not
hyperbolic. Indeed, over a wide range of lengths, they are
linear. Thus we have modified the analysis software to include
generation of dispersion functions by spline function and
polynomial fitting of sets of length standards. For double
stranded DNA on native gels, ladders of concatenated DNA from
bacteriophage lambda can be used as length standards up to
about 1,5 Mbp and chromosomal DNAs from Saccharomvces
cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomvces pombe to greater than 5 Mbp,
however the lengths of the latter are much less certain. Long
single-stranded length standards are far more difficult to
obtain. Our best results to date have been with the DNA from
bacteriophage G, which is about 780 kb in length. In order to
obtain DNA molecules this long, it is necessary to embed cells
in agarose plugs which are then treated to remove other
cellular components.

Since the longest chromosomal DNA from Schizosaccharomyces
pombe, which is longer than 5 Mbp, has been resolved, the
length limited sensitivity should approach, and perhaps exceed,
one lesion in 50 million base pairs or about 60 lesions per
human genome! Our experience to date indicates that such high
sensitivities cannot yet be achieved because for very long
double stranded DNAs, not all of the sample placed in a well



will enter the gel, thus precluding the standard analysis
described above. For single stranded DNAs, the lack of length
standards longer than about 1 Mb will limit the sensitivity to
roughly one lesion per 10 Mb. However, this sensitivity can
be increased by more accurate procedures for determining number
average lengths.

Electronic Imaging System for Quantification of Fluorescence
from Ethidium Bromide Stained Gels.

The limitations inherent in the use of photographic imaging
of the distribution of fluorescence from gels prompted us to
investigate other approaches. We wanted an imaging system
that: responds linearly to the intensity of light from the
source, provides adequate spatial resolution, has photometric
sensitivity comparable to or exceeding that of photography and
produces the image in digital form immediately suitable for
quantitative analysis and archival storage.

First generation electronic imaging system. The first
system we built for electronic imaging of gel fluorescence is
based on an industrial TV camera that employs a charged coupled
device (CCD) to detect incident light (Sutherland et al,
1987a). A schematic diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 5.
A CCD is an integrated circuit (chip) containing a rectangular
arrayof image sensors. The CCD in our first imaging system has
about 200,000 individual light detectors, but special
"scientific" CCDs are available with more than 4 million
individual detectors. The signal from a CCD is a linear
function of the light that exposed it, thus greatly simplifying
the processing of image data compared to photography. The
sensitivity of this electronic imaging system is greater than
that of the Polaroid type 55 film used previously (Freeman et
al, 1986) and hence exposure times are reduced. Detection of
fluorescence from many gels is, however, far too weak to yield
a good image in the standard (1/30 sec) exposure of a TV
camera. Thus, we modified the camera and frame-grabber (the
device that digitizes, stores and displays the voltage output
from the camera) and built additional timing logic to permit
the camera system — under computer control — to record images
for extended periods. The functional limit on the exposure
period is the accumulation of thermally generated charge in the
CCD. The rate of buildup of the thermal "background" is a
function of temperature. Thus, we cool the CCD detector to
less than 3 0°C. Operating at this temperature, the CCD detector
saturates in about 15 min, hence, exposures of up to 1 min are
not greatly influenced by thermal background. At room
temperature, the CCD saturates in less than a second.

The camera can be operated in either the extended exposure
mode, described above, or at the normal TV rate. In both
modes, the analog voltage signal from the camera is digitized
by the frame grabber and displayed on a color monitor. The
ability to operate at the standard TV rate is extremely useful
in aligning the gel (using visible light) prior to recording
the image of ethidium fluorescence. However, the rapid rate of
digitization limits the photometric resolution of the system to
256 intensity levels (8 bits). Images can be displayed either
in black and white or the different intensity levels can be
color coded to aid in distinguishing smaller variations in
intensity and in alerting the operator to camera saturation.
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the electronic imaging
system described by Sutherland et al (1987a).
The gel is placed upon a UV illuminator
constructed to provide uniform illumination
of the entire gel. Ethidium bromide
fluorescence is detected by an electronic
camera with a charge-coupler device, CCD,
detector. The signal from the camera is
digitized by a "frame grabber" which is
installed in a computer. In order to record
weak fluorescence from gels, the camera and
frame grabber were modified and a control logic
circuit was added to permit exposures longer
than the 0.33 msec, of a conventional TV
camera. In addition, the camera sense head,
which contains the CCD, is cooled to less than
30°C, to permit exposures that can last up to
one minute without excessive "dark current"
that otherwise would saturate the image. The
image recorded by the camera is displayed,
either in black and white or in pseudocolor,
on a monitor attached to the frame grabber.
The system is controlled and the images of gel
fluorescence analyzed from a graphics monitor
connected to the computer. The camera can also
be run at normal video rates and the "real
time" image stream displayed on the color
monitor to facilitate the focusing of the lens
system and the proper alignment of gels. The
arrows indicate the direction of control
signals and date between the several
components.

Pseudocolor images from the gel imaging system have been
published elsewhere (Sutherland et al, 1987a; Chen and
Sutherland, 1989) . Digital images are archived on an optical
disk. The operator controls the camera system and analyzes
data extracted from images from a graphics terminal. Images of
gels suitable for storing in laboratory notebooks are produced
either with a video printer (not shown in Fig. 5) or on a laser
printer, which is also used for plotting data extracted from



digital images (Fig. 4 is an example) and printing reports of
analyzed data. In addition to the above improvements is
accuracy resulting from a linear response to incident light,
the electronic imaging system greatly reduces the time required
to analyze a gel and hence increases laboratory productivity.
In addition, more complicated types of data analysis, e. g.
background subtraction based on interpolation between areas
between lanes that do not contain DNA and summing over the
width of the lane at each position, are possible on a routine
basis.

Second generation electronic imaging system. We have
constructed another imaging system based on a slow readout or
"scientific" CCD camera. These cameras offer several
improvements in performance compared to systems based on TV
type CCD cameras. The slower readout rate permits digitization
to 12 or 14 bitF (4096 and 16384 intensity levels,
respectively). They are designed to operate at lower
temperatures, and hence permit longer exposure times. Finally,
some of these cameras can be equipped with CCDs containing many
more individual detectors or "pixels" compared to TV type CCD
cameras, but at a steeply higher price. The TV based imaging
system, however, has the edge in ease of operation, since it
can be operated at the normal --30 frames/sec — video rate.
This feature, which is not available with a scientific CCD
based system, is convenient for focusing the cameras lens and
aligning gels. The properties and merits of both types of CCD
systems plus laser scanners in which a light beam is swept over
the surface of the gel and the resulting fluorescence is
recorded with a photomultiplier are discussed by Sutherland
(1990).

APPLICATIONS

The gel method can be used to detect and quantify any lesion
or class of lesions in DNA that either is a single- or double-
strand break or which can be converted to a single- or double-
strand break, either chemically or enzymatically. The theory
of analysis of the data are basically similar for the various
types of lesions. The important experimental differences are
in the type of gel, native for double-strand breaks and
denaturing, typically alkaline, for single-strand breaks, and
in the agent used, if necessary, to convert the lesion into a
break.

Pyrimidine Dimers

Pyrimidine dimers are, by far, the most extensively studied
UV induced lesion in DNA and also the lesion to which the gel
method has been most often applied. In just over a decade
since the first qualitative (Woodhead et al , 1978) and
quantitative (Sutherland et al, 1980) observations, the method
has evolved rapidly in sophistication and has been applied to
problems ranging from demonstrating the harmful effects of the
artificial lights used in "sun tanning parlors" (Freeman et al,
1987) to the prediction of increases in UV induced skin cancers
resulting from depletion of stratospheric ozone (Freeman et al,
1989) . We forsee numerous future applications of the method,
particularly in studies of the repair of dimers in UV
irradiated human skin (Sutherland et al, 1980; Freeman, 1988).



Other DNA lesions

Chen and Sutherland (1989) used the gel method to quantify
the frequency of gamma-ray induced single- and double-strand
breaks in DNA irradiated in situ. The potential exists for
increasing the sensitivity of the method, especially for the
biologically more important double-strand breaks, so that
accurate measurements can be made for biologically relevant
doses for DNA irradiated in vivo. This improvement in
sensitivity would be based on the analysis of longer DNA
molecules, since the length limited sensitivity of the gel
method is inversely proportional to the number average length
of the population of unnicked molecules. Alternating field
direction gel electrophoresis can separate molecules 100 times
longer than those used by Chen and Sutherland (1989), but, as
noted above, it has not yet been possible to get all of the
molecules from an irradiated organism to enter the gel.

Most endonucleases involved in DNA repair, in contrast to
the dimer specific enzymes from M. luteus and phage T4, form
single strand breaks near a spectrum of lesions, not just one
type. They can, therefore, be used to monitor the formation
and repair of all lesions in the class. Experiments of this
sort have been reported using assays based on centrifugal
separations and radionuclide labeled DNA, but could also be
pursued in men and other difficult to label organisms using the
gel method.
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